
Act/ 

French 
Place Page Event Algernon Jack Gwendolen Bracknell Cecily Prism

1a

Algernon's 

City 

Apartmen

t

pgs 1-9 Algernon alone

∙Reveals that he is 

titled, bored, 

overeducated, in-

debt and frivolous, 

but most of all that 

he despises the 

institution of 

marriage. 

∙Doesn't want Jack 

(who he thinks is 

named Earnest) to 

marry his cousin 

1b

Algernon's 

City 

Apartmen

t

pgs 9-15
Jack in Algernon's 

apartment

∙Discloses his life as a 

Bunbryist. 

∙Accuses Jack 

(Earnest) of being a 

Bunburyist.

∙Admits:

-His name is Jack. 

⁃He has a double life 

in the country 

where he has a 

young ward named 

Cecily.

⁃He uses his 

"brother Earnest" as 

an excuse to come 

to the city.

1c

Algernon's 

City 

Apartmen

t

pgs 15-19

Arrival of 

Bracknell and 

Gwendolen

∙Deflects Bracknell's 

invitation to dinner 

and her attempts at 

match-making by 

claiming Bunbury is 

ill again.

∙Flirts with 

Gwendolen.

∙Flirts with Jack 

(who she thinks is 

called Earnest).

∙Complains about 

husbands.

∙Establishes herself 

as a status obsessed 

woman.



1d

Algernon's 

City 

Apartmen

t

pgs 19-22
Jack and 

Gwendolen alone

∙Proposes to 

Gwendolen.

∙Accepts the 

proposal. 

∙Expresses her 

relief that she will 

marry a man (she 

thinks is) called 

Earnest.

1e

Algernon's 

City 

Apartmen

t

pgs 22-28
Bracknell 

disapproves

∙Reluctantly obeys 

Bracknell by 

answering her 

questions. 

∙Reveals he does not 

know his parentage.

∙Is sent out of the 

room by her 

mother.

∙Storms in and 

demands Jack and 

Gwendolen 

separate. 

∙Proceeds to drill 

Jack about his 

financial and social 

status. 

∙Is appalled to learn 

he was found in a 

handbag in a 

railway station. 

∙Forbids him from 

marrying 

Gwendolen. 



1f

Algernon's 

City 

Apartmen

t

pgs 28-34
Country address 

revealed

∙Furtively takes 

down Jack's country 

address as Jack tells 

it to Gwendolen. 

∙Tells Lane to pack 

his things for he is 

going "Bunburying."

∙Forbids Algernon 

from visiting him in 

the coutnry and 

from meeting his 

young and pretty 

ward. 

∙Gives Gwendolen 

his country address. 

∙Leaves Algy's 

apartment.

∙Stops back in to 

ask for Jack's 

address quickly 

before leaving 

with her mother. 

2a

Cardew 

Country 

Estate (in 

the 

garden)

pgs 35-42

Boring country 

life gets 

interesting

∙Arrives at Jack's 

country estate under 

the false pretense of 

being Jack's "wicket 

brother Earnest" 

finally returned. 

∙Immediately falls in 

love with Cecily.

∙Expresses her 

boredom with her 

life, which finally 

becomes exciting 

when "Earnest" 

(Algernon) arrives. 

∙Her fantasy of 

being in love with 

"Earnest" finally 

comes true.



2b

Cardew 

Country 

Estate (in 

the 

garden)

pgs 43-50
Jack is back (in 

the country)

∙As "Earnest," 

returns hand in hand 

with Cecily. 

∙Playfully disabuses 

the notion that 

"earnest" is dead.

∙Returns to his 

country estate 

dressed in mourning 

to deliver the news 

that "his brother 

Earnest" has died 

and that he intends 

to be baptized. 

∙Is horrified to learn 

that Agernon is 

there, with Cecily, 

posing as Earnest.

∙Returns hand in 

hand with Algernon 

as "Earnest," 

excited for Jack to 

be reunited with 

"his brother." 

∙Exits.

2c

Cardew 

Country 

Estate (in 

the 

garden)

pgs 50-51 Go home Algy!

∙Tries to convince 

Jack to let him stay 

and pretend to be 

Earnest. 

∙Admits his love for 

Cecily (to the 

audience)

∙Desparately tries to 

convince Algernon 

to leave ASAP. 

∙Exits.

2d

Cardew 

Country 

Estate (in 

the 

garden)

pgs 51-57
Cecily & Algy in 

love

∙Between being sent 

for and ordered to 

stay by Cecily, 

Algeron professes 

his love to Cecily and 

proposes marriage. 

∙Rushes off to get 

christened upon 

learning of Cecily's 

"Earnest" 

stipulation.

∙Is pleased to see 

the plans of love 

and romance with 

"Earnest" she has 

been writing about 

in her diary as 

though they were 

fact have turned 

out just the way she 

imagined. 

∙Accepts his 



2e

Cardew 

Country 

Estate (in 

the 

garden)

pgs 57-64
Ladies & 

frenemies

∙Arrives at Jack's 

country estate 

and meets Cecily, 

with whom she 

becomes fast 

friends. 

∙Upon learning 

Cecily is engaged 

to an Earnest, she 

asserts her city 

"style" when 

bickering 

"politely" with 

the younger girl.

∙Attempts to correct 

Gwendolen's 

misunderstanding 

about being 

engaged to 

"Earnest." 

∙Goes from friend to 

bitter enemy with 

Gwendolen as the 

two women use 

courtesy to insult 

one another.

2f

Cardew 

Country 

Estate (in 

the 

garden)

pgs 65-67
Earnest & not 

Earnest

∙Returns and assures 

Gwendolen he isn't 

engaged to Cecily.

∙Returns and assures 

Cecily he isn't 

enagaged to 

Gwendolen. 

∙Shocked at being 

deceived, sides 

with Cecily 

aganist the 

dishonest men 

and goes into the 

house.

∙Shocked at being 

deceived, sides with 

Gwendolen aganist 

the dishonest men 

and goes into the 

house.

2g

Cardew 

Country 

Estate (in 

the 

garden)

pgs 67-71
Weddings & 

baptisms

∙Forbids Algy from 

marrying Cecily. 

∙States he is going to 

be christened as 

"Earnest" this 

afternoon. 

∙Rushes off.

∙Forbids Jack from 

marrying 

Gwendolen. 

∙States he is going to 

be christened as 

"Earnest" this 

afternoon. 

∙Rushes off.



3a

Cardew 

Country 

Estate 

(inside the 

house)

pgs 72-75
(Mostly) all is 

forgiven

∙Returns with Jack 

and charms Cecily 

into forgiving him. 

∙Tells her he will be 

christened "Earnest" 

that afternoon.

∙Returns with Algy 

and after satisfying 

Gwendolen that he 

only lied to see her, 

he is forgiven. 

∙He assures her he 

will be christened 

Earnest ASAP.

∙Forgives Jack for 

lying, but restates 

her commitment 

to marrying a 

man named 

Earnest. 

∙When she finds 

out he will be 

Earnest, they 

share a happy 

reunion.

∙Forgives Algernon 

for lying, but 

restates her 

commitment to 

marrying a man 

named Earnest. 

∙When she finds out 

he will be Earnest, 

they share a happy 

reunion.

3b

Cardew 

Country 

Estate 

(inside the 

house)

pgs 75-84 A deal is struck

∙Informs Bracknell 

that he intends to 

mary Cecily. 

∙Forbids Algernon 

from marrying Cecily 

until Bracknell 

allows him to marry 

Gwendolen.

∙Waits quietly to 

hear of her fate.

∙Arrives at Jack's 

country estate and 

disapproves of 

Algernon and 

Cecily's union until 

she finds out how 

wealthy Cecily will 

be when she comes 

of age. 

∙Doubles down on 

not allowing 

Gwendolen and 

Jack to marry until 

Jack can prive his 

heritage is 

∙Responds 

admirably and 

satisfactorily to 

Bracknell's 

investiagtion of her 

looks, finances and 

character.



3c

Cardew 

Country 

Estate 

(inside the 

house)

pgs 84-87
Where is that 

baby!?

∙Watches 

interestedly

∙Hangs desparetly 

on Prism's every 

word, suspecting 

that he was the 

baby she left in the 

railway station. 

∙Runs off to retreive 

the handbag as 

definitive proof.

∙Watches 

interestedly

∙Demands that 

Prism tell her the 

whereabouts of a 

baby left in her care 

some years ago. 

∙Watches 

interestedly

∙Arrives on the 

scene very 

flustered by 

Bracknell's 

presence. 

∙Breaks down and 

admits that she 

left a baby in a 

handbag in a 

railway station.

3d

Cardew 

Country 

Estate 

(inside the 

house)

pgs 87-89 Mistaken mother
∙Watches 

interestedly

∙Upon learning that 

the handbag 

belonged to Prism, 

leaps into her arms, 

assuming she is his 

mother. 

∙Is soundly rejected.

∙Watches 

interestedly

∙Clarifies that the 

baby Prism left was 

the child of her 

brother (Algernon's 

father), and 

therefore 

Algernon's brother.

∙Watches 

interestedly

∙Confirms that the 

handbag in Jack's 

posession is the 

one she left by the 

train that day. 

∙Denies and is 

appalled at that 

assumption that 

she is Jack's 

mother, as she is 

unmarried.

3e

Cardew 

Country 

Estate 

(inside the 

house)

pgs 89-91 Earnest afterall

∙Accepts Jack (now 

Earnest) as his 

brother and falls 

joyfully into Cecily's 

arms.

∙Searches 

desparately in the 

Army Lists for his 

given name. 

∙Learns that he 

belongs to a family 

and that he is and 

always has been 

Earnest. 

∙Falls joyfully into 

Gwendolen's arms. 

∙Falls joyfully into 

Jack (now 

officially 

Earnest)'s arms.

∙Can't remember 

the name of her 

brother's first-born, 

and suggests they 

check the Army 

Lists. 

∙Is pleased to 

consent to all the 

unions as Jack can 

now claim a 

respectable family 

origin.

∙Decides to overlook 

Algernon's lack of 

"Earnest-ness" and 

falls joyfully into his 

arms. 


